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[Answer any two questions from Group_A and
Separate answer script must be used

any three questions fronr Group-B;
for Group-A and Group-8.]

Gtoup A
Q1' a) How does Integrity could be ensured in the database? lf not ensured, what will be the possible

consequences? Exprain the both situations with at reast two examores.
b) Consider the following relational database:

Guest (Guesr_id, Guest_nanre, Guest_address, mobile)
tsooks (B_id, Guest_id, Room_no, Check_in_date, Check*oui_date)
Room (Room_no, Rate, Type)

Orders (Guest_id, Food_id, Date, Time, euantity)
Food (Food*id, Rate, Type)

Give an sQL DDL definition of this database. ldentify referential-integrity constraints that should
hold, and include them in the DDL ciefinition.
Special consideration: Rate and Type (not null), Mobiie (unique), euantity (not negative)

Q2' a) what is referential integrity? Explain the tests that must be made to preserve referential integrityfor update operation.
b) \l/hy do we need security in database? Describe different security levels to protect a database.

c) Draw an authorization grant graph and explain its use.

Q3. a)

b)

"Functional Dependency is the key for the database Normarizarion,,, Exprain.
Given the following Relation, ldentify and resolve each of the anomaiies of the relation by using
different normalization technique (Up to Third).

Full Names Physical

Add ress

Movies rented Sa I utation Category

Janet Jones First Street Plot No

4

Pirates of the Caribbean,

Clash of the Titans

Ms. Action, Action

Robert Phil 3'" Street 34 Forgetting Sarah Marshal,

Daddy's Little Girls

Mr. Romance,

Romance
Robert Phil > AVCNUE Clash of the Titans Mr. Action

c) Differentiate Trivial, Non-Trivial Functional dependency with example,
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GrggB*ts-

Q4. a) When it is preferable to use a dense index rather than a sparse index. Explain your

answe r.

b) Explain multilevel indexing with necessary figure.

c) What is a B+ tree? Compare between primary and secondary indices.

Q5. a) What is a transaction? Explain lts ACID properties with examples.

b) Draw the state diagram of a transaction and explain,

c) Explain the shadow copy technique,

Q6. a) How coulcl you identify ideal hash functions? Write down the benefits of Linear Probing

over closed hashing.

b) How could you resolve the problems of skewness? lllustrate lvith figure

c) "A transaction should meet four properties to be a successful transaction", List out them

arrd justify your answer lvith exanrple,

Q7. a) How could you resolve the problems of concurrency in transactions? Illustrate with at least

two methods?

b) Write down the working procedure of tree protocol.

c) Among Fr"agmentation and Replication issues of Distributed Database, which one is

preferable? Why?

d) Explain three possible ways of deadiock recovery of transaction?
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